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TITLE OF THE INVENTION

A METHOD FOR PROCESSING A MUSIC PERFORMANCE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a music performance system and method thereof. In particular,

the invention provides a method and system with capabilities such as music extraction, music

creation, providing feedback to a user and performance scoring.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Various music learning and karaoke systems are known, where the performance of a musician or

a singer that sings along is mixed with prerecorded musical accompaniment. The prerecorded

music may be processed by extraction of features related to melody, pitch, rhythm, loudness, and

timbre for transcribing music data. Indeed, most karaoke systems use re-created or re-recorded

background music. Some systems also eliminate the main or lead voice from the original track.

In karaoke systems, the performance is usually visualized, in order to aid or score the

performance of the user somehow. Display of required metadata or characteristic, such as time-

aligned lyrics & melody information, is a typical functionality of any karaoke system.

Computer implemented methods for generating real-time performance feedback for a user who is

playing an instrument are known. Such methods may be based on comparison of single notes or

chords, or the harmonic user content and the harmonic music track parameters. Often these

systems use background music - an audio signal that is played to the human performer through

headphones or loudspeakers as a musical reference. In its most simple form, background music

can contain only “click” information that indicates the rhythm of the music. More elaborate

background music can contain selected instruments from the music, or even full musical

performance.

Known systems either merely mix the vocals or music tune that is to be provided by the user to

the background track, or attempt to eliminate or cancel out from the background a music score to

be replaced by the score to be performed by the user.

Such methods encounter several challenges, such as



- it is difficult to identify only the instrument/voice of the human performer, other

instruments may be at least partially present in the captured signal as well, as several

instruments and/or vocals have frequency ranges that overlap;

- the need to use headphones to get sufficient level of separation between the background

music and human performer.

- feedback to the user regarding the quality of his or her performance is produced

afterwards, or by visualization in some way. In either case, there is little guidance in real

time to the user how close to the original removed background music the user is playing,

as any kind of intuitive feedback is lacking. For example, the evaluation of the pitch,

which is often the single most important musical attribute, is usually restricted to musical

notes;

- visualization regarding the real-time performance of a music instrument is not easy to

implement in a meaningful way, as it would distract the player and because prior art

methods do not process the background music data and mix it with a user-played score in

a manner that lends itself to produce an easily recognizable visualization in real time.

There has thus been a persistent need for music performance systems, which are capable of

processing a playing performance and a background music and mixing them in real time to give

a perceivable feedback to the player of his or her playing proficiency in comparison with a

benchmark. An easy-to-follow display feedback about the playing proficiency is also not

disclosed in the prior art so forth.

It is an aim of the present invention to provide a simple and efficient method and a system for

processing a music performance which eliminates or alleviates the aforementioned problems.

One aspect of the invention concerns a method for processing a music performance, the method

comprising the steps of:

- providing a background music to accompany a music performance;

- selectively filtering the signal of said background music to significantly reduce the signal

energy relating to at least one instrument score at certain limited frequency bands;

- providing a live music performance;



- playing said background music through loudspeakers so that a human performer can hear

the background music while simultaneously performing music;

- capturing the combined sounds of the background music and the music performance

through at least one microphone to form a combined sound signal;

- analyzing said combined sound signal within said limited frequency bands to determine

the score of said music performance and to compare it to said filtered score.

In some embodiments, the selectively filtered background signal relates to the score of one

instrument, and the music performance consists of the score of one instrument played by a

human.

In some embodiments, the analysis of said combined sound signal is done in a frequency domain

or in a time domain, or both in frequency- and time domains.

In some embodiments, the analysis is performed with the aid of a band-pass filter bank.

In further embodiments of the invention, various embodiments of the inventive method may

include one or several of the following bulleted features:

• the limited frequency bands are selected in real-time to match an expected frequency

band of the signal of said musical performance;

• the background music source is a background soundtrack;

• the background music is generated by audio synthesis;

• audio synthesis is controlled to filter out sounds in certain limited frequency bands;

• the background music signal in said limited frequency bands are identified at least some

of the frequencies of harmonic overtones of a fundamental note of said at least one

instrument score, which then at least partly are filtered from said background music;

• the sampling of said background music comprises overlapping sine or cosine half- wave

sampling sequences.

In some embodiments, the method comprises the additional step of displaying said music

performance graphically on a display, where deviations in timing and/or pitch of the score of the



musical performance from said background music are indicated in the context of each note

played.

The invention offers considerable advantages. A human performer may listen to a background

music and play along with it with her instrument, trying to keep the same tempo and tune.

Immediate sound feedback, and in some embodiments visual feedback, is provided in real time,

without disrupting the player performing the music.

The various embodiments of the invention are characterized by what is stated in the appending

claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 illustrates an arrangement capable of carrying out at least some embodiments of the

present invention;

Fig. 2 shows a signal of the sound of a single instrument;

Fig. 3 shows a signal of the sound of a multi- instrument ensemble;

Fig. 4 shows a frequency spectrum of an instrument signal;

Fig. 5 shows a spectrogram of a recording of a monophonic melody;

Fig. 6 shows samples of the spectrum from Fig. 5;

Fig. 7 shows the spectrum of Fig. 6 with markers added;

Fig. 8 shows some first seconds of a viola playing a melody accompanied by a backing track;

Fig. 9 shows samples of the spectrum from Fig. 8 at the same time as in Fig. 6;

Fig. 10 shows the same spectrum as in Fig 9 with markers;

Fig. 11 shows the effect of attenuating frequencies in the spectrogram of Fig. 8;

Fig. 12 shows samples of the spectrum of Fig. 11;

Fig. 13 shows the combined sound of the human performer and the backing track;

Fig. 14 shows samples of the spectrum with a filtered backing track combined with a viola

sound;



Fig. 15 shows the detected harmonics peaks of Fig. 14 with added marks;

Fig. 16 shows a signal from a piano recording;

Fig. 17 shows a short segment sampled from the signal of Fig. 16;

Fig. 18 shows the segment of Fig. 17 with a raised cosine weighting function applied;

Fig. 19 shows a series of segments of Fig. 16 after windowing and weighting;

Fig. 20 shows a set of weighted analysis windows of Fig. 19 with an offset;

Fig. 2 1 illustrates an example apparatus capable of supporting at least some embodiments of the

present invention;

Fig. 22 shows a feedback system according to some embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

In Fig. 1 is shown an arrangement capable of carrying out at least some embodiments of the

present invention. A computing unit 11 (e.g. laptop, mobile phone, tablet etc.) is connected to

internal or external loudspeakers 12 that play a background music to accompany a music

performance. A human performer 10 is playing along with an instrument, such as a violin or

viola 14, for example. The player 10 listens to the background music and plays along with it,

while trying to keep the same tempo and tune. The sound is captured by a microphone 13, which

may be an external one as shown, or it may be an internal microphone of the computing unit 11.

The recorded audio signal is transferred to the computation unit 11 which performs analysis on

the signal, to detect the pitch, timing, volume and other musical parameters from the acoustic

signal.

In Fig. 2 is shown an exemplary signal 20 of the sound of a single instrument, like the violin.

This signal is picked up by a microphone and played as such or with only modest processing

through the loudspeaker.

In Fig. 3 is shown an exemplary signal 30 of the sound of a multi- instrument ensemble. This

signal will be processed as explained in connection with Figs. 4 and 5, and played as the

background music through the loudspeaker.



Fig. 4 shows a frequency spectrum of an instrument signal. The spectrum of an ensemble signal

would have frequency peaks across a broader bandwidth of the spectrum, as is obvious for one

skilled in the art. For clarity, only a few peaks relating to one instrument are shown. A limited

frequency band 40 between 200 - 1600 Hz is decided to be filtered out. This band may contain

the fundamental note and all or some harmonic overtones (multiples) of the instrument, such as a

guitar, violin, flute, etc. The frequency band spectrum may be created by a Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) of the original sound signal. An FFT of 4096 samples will produce 11

transforms per second. Not all significant frequency components need to be filtered out. For

training purposes, or in order to be able to better follow the rhythm or beat of that particular

instrument, it may be beneficial for the player of the instrument to have some remnants or

“humming” of the original score of her instrument left in the background music.

Referring now to Figs. 16 - 20, in Fig. 16 is shown an exemplary real-world signal from a piano

recording. To perform analysis on the signal it is split into short segments. In Fig. 17 a short

segment (aka window) of the signal is sampled to create a spectral view of the recording. The

segment has been created by taking 4096 samples of the original digitized signal. In Fig. 18 a

raised cosine window weighting function has been applied to the segment of Fig. 17, to

smoothen out artifacts caused by abrupt endings in the plain segment.

In Fig 19 is shown a series of segments, after the windowing and weighting. From Fig. 19

becomes clear that portions of the original signal are effectively ignored, due to the weighting

functions. This happens for example in Fig. 19 shortly before the 0.2 seconds time mark.

In Fig. 20, the problem of ignored signal parts is solved by using overlapping windows. This

figure shows a second set of weighted analysis windows which are offset compared to Fig. 19.

By using overlapping analysis windows none of the original signal gets ignored, and also the

temporal accuracy of the analysis is increased. By calculating spectrum contents of each of the

segments, we can get a spectrogram of the signal, as shown in Fig. 5 .

Fig. 5 shows a spectrogram of the first 5 seconds of a recording, with only a viola playing a

monophonic melody. The spectrogram shows the energy values from 0 Hz to 5 kHz. The

spectrum is calculated with a 4096-sample fast Fourier transform from a 44.1kHz audio signal

(0.093 seconds of audio data per Fourier window). There are 33 Fourier transforms per second

(0.033. seconds between successive transforms). In the figure one can see the successive notes as

horizontal lines, with the overtones of the viola at multiples of the base frequency.



Fig. 6 shows a 4096 samples-long snapshot of the spectrum from Fig. 5 at 4 seconds. For the

sake of clarity, only the frequencies in range 0-5000Hz are included in Fig 6 . Frequencies above

5000 are not shown (i.e. range 5000-2205 OFlz). In this picture the strongest peaks are related to

the overtone series of the current note. Other peaks are related to resonance from open strings

and/or reverberation of the previous notes. The same 4096-sample analysis window is used in the

following figures.

Fig. 7 shows the same spectrum as in Fig. 6, but with markers added at three equally spaced

overtones. The 3rd overtone is at 1967 Hz and the base frequency is roughly 656Hz. This shows

that it is relatively easy to determine the base frequency from a spectral view, if the overtones are

clearly visible and they stand out from the rest of spectrum.

Fig. 8 shows the first 5 seconds of a music performance, when the viola plays the same melody

as in Fig. 5 and is accompanied by a backing track. In this case the view is much more complex,

as there are more voices playing.

Fig. 9 shows a 4096 samples-long snapshot of the spectrum from Fig. 8 at 4 seconds and at the

same time as in Fig. 6 . The signal from the viola is also present in the spectrum but it is not

clearly distinguishable.

Fig. 10 contains the same spectrum as in Fig 9 with markers that show where the viola overtones

are. How-ever, due to the presence of all the other musical components, the overtones do not

stand out and it is very difficult to determine peaks that would correspond to specific notes.

Fig. 11 shows the effect of attenuating frequencies in the spectrogram of Fig. 8 which are within

the range of the first three harmonics that the human performer 10 is expected to play.

Frequencies within the white band have been attenuated with a dynamic band-stop filter, with

20db attenuation.

Fig. 12 shows a 4096 samples-long snapshot of the spectrum at 4 seconds of Fig. 11. This is

substantially the same picture as in Fig. 9, but the frequencies in range 550-2200Hz have been

heavily attenuated. The attenuation has been done by digitally filtering the original audio signal,

before the sound is played from the loudspeaker 12. The attenuated frequency area is called

“reserved range” since it is reserved for the sound coming from the human performer. Digital

filtering techniques may be used for attenuating frequencies in the reserved range. Other

methods can be used as well. One alternative to digital filtering is the use of analog band-stop



filter. Another form of filtering is to use additive synthesis to create the background music and

configure the synthesis engine to not produce any signals (or heavily attenuate signals) in the

reserved frequency range. There can be multiple stop-bands (aka reserved ranges), depending on

the pitch-tracking algorithm, instrument in use and other parameters.

Fig. 13 shows the combined sound of the human performer and the backing track. The sound

from the viola 14 fills the frequency range between 1st and 3rd harmonic.

Fig. 14 shows a 4096 samples-long snapshot of the spectrum at 4 seconds, with filtered backing

track combined with the viola sound from the human performer 10. In this case the first three

harmonics are visible, just like in Fig. 6 .

Fig. 15 shows added marks to the detected harmonics peaks of Fig. 14. This shows how the pitch

tracking system can work withi the limited frequency scope (550-2200Hz) and detect the

fundamental frequency. The human performer can perform with the filtered backing track, which

gives the sense of tempo and tune to the performer. The algorithms that detect pitch, dynamics,

timbre and other musical characteristics can work within this reserved frequency band, and

ignore frequencies outside this range.

In the following, two approaches to detecting the pitch of the human performer within a reserved

range are outlined.

According to a first exemplary pitch detection method, detection is done in a frequency domain

and it is based on the Fourier transform (usually implemented with Fast Fourier transform, or

FFT): In this case the computational unit uses a window function to sample segments of the

combined sound from the microphone, for example with 4096 samples-long segments and

performs FFT on those segments. For each segment, the algorithm calculates the energy in each

frequency bin (2048 bin for a 4096-sample window). The algorithm then evaluates energy

spectrum in the reserved range to find peaks in the signal (such as the ones visible in Fig 15).

The system can test how well different base frequencies would explain the strongest energy

peaks and choose the base frequency with best overall match. In the case of Fig 15 this would be

655Hz.

According to a second exemplary pitch detection method, detection is based on a filter-bank

approach and it is done in the time domain: In this case the algorithm would have a collection of

band-pass filters with narrow pass-bands (for example 10 Hz wide). The system would feed the



combined signal from the microphone into the filter-bank and then analyze the average energy in

each band. The purpose of each filter is to capture a single overtone from the instrument. For

bands that have higher energy, the system would assume that the signal is sinusoidal (which is

true for a periodic signal like instrument overtones) and calculate the base frequency by

calculating the average cycle length of the signal for each of the high-energy frequency bands.

Again, the system can evaluate how different base frequencies would explain the different

sinusoids and select the base frequency with the best fit.

It is noted that there are many variations of these pitch tracking methods and they can also be

used together - for example by using the frequency-domain approach for determining the

approximate pitch(es) of the performer and a filter-bank to get a more accurate estimate of the

base frequency/frequencies of the performer. Further, these examples only illustrate same

different ways in which the pitch tracking can work within a limited frequency range. One

skilled in the art can create other methods or use other known methods, based on the general

principle of using a reserved frequency range to detect pitch and other characteristics of the

performer.

Fig. 2 1 illustrates an example apparatus capable of supporting at least some embodiments of the

present invention. Illustrated is device 20, which may comprise, for example, a mobile

communication device, a tablet or a laptop computer such as device 11 of Fig 1. Comprised in

device 20 is processor 21, which may comprise, for example, a single- or multi-core processor

wherein a single-core processor comprises one processing core and a multi-core processor

comprises more than one processing core. Processor 2 1 may comprise, in general, a control

device. Processor 2 1 may comprise more than one processor. Processor 2 1 may be a control

device. A processing core may comprise, for example, a Cortex-A8 processing core

manufactured by ARM Holdings or a Steamroller processing core designed by Advanced Micro

Devices Corporation. Processor 2 1 may comprise at least one Qualcomm Snapdragon and/or

Intel Atom processor. Processor 2 1 may comprise at least one application-specific integrated

circuit, ASIC. Processor 2 1 may comprise at least one field-programmable gate array, FPGA.

Processor 2 1 may be means for performing method steps in device 20. Processor 2 1 may be

configured, at least in part by computer instructions, to perform actions.

A processor may comprise circuitry, or be constituted as circuitry or circuitries, the circuitry or

circuitries being configured to perform phases of methods in accordance with embodiments



described herein. As used in this application, the term “circuitry” may refer to one or more or all

of the following: (a) hardware-only circuit implementations, such as implementations in only

analog and/or digital circuitry, and (b) combinations of hardware circuits and software, such as,

as applicable: (i) a combination of analog and/or digital hardware circuit(s) with

software/firmware and (ii) any portions of hardware processor(s) with software (including digital

signal processor(s)), software, and memory(ies) that work together to cause an apparatus, such as

a mobile phone or server, to perform various functions) and (c) hardware circuit(s) and or

processor(s), such as a microprocessor(s) or a portion of a microprocessor(s), that requires

software (e.g., firmware) for operation, but the software may not be present when it is not needed

for operation.

This definition of circuitry applies to all uses of this term in this application, including in any

claims. As a further example, as used in this application, the term circuitry also covers an

implementation of merely a hardware circuit or processor (or multiple processors) or portion of a

hardware circuit or processor and its (or their) accompanying software and/or firmware. The

term circuitry also covers, for example and if applicable to the particular claim element, a

baseband integrated circuit or processor integrated circuit for a mobile device or a similar

integrated circuit in server, a cellular network device, or other computing or network device.

Device 20 may comprise memory 22. Memory 22 may comprise random-access memory and/or

permanent memory. Memory 22 may comprise at least one RAM chip. Memory 22 may

comprise solid-state, magnetic, optical and/or holographic memory, for example. Memory 22

may be at least in part accessible to processor 21. Memory 22 may be at least in part comprised

in processor 21. Memory 22 may be means for storing information. Memory 22 may comprise

computer instructions that processor 2 1 is configured to execute. When computer instructions

configured to cause processor 2 1 to perform certain actions are stored in memory 22, and device

20 overall is configured to run under the direction of processor 2 1 using computer instructions

from memory 22, processor 2 1 and/or its at least one processing core may be considered to be

configured to perform said certain actions. Memory 22 may be at least in part comprised in

processor 21. Memory 22 may be at least in part external to device 20 but accessible to device

20.

Device 20 may comprise a transmitter 23. Device 20 may comprise a receiver 24. Transmitter 23

and receiver 24 may be configured to transmit and receive, respectively, information in



accordance with at least one cellular or non-cellular standard. Transmitter 23 may comprise more

than one transmitter. Receiver 24 may comprise more than one receiver. Transmitter 23 and/or

receiver 24 may be configured to operate in accordance with global system for mobile

communication, GSM, wideband code division multiple access, WCDMA, 5G, long term

evolution, LTE, IS-95, wireless local area network, WLAN, Ethernet and/or worldwide

interoperability for microwave access, WiMAX, standards, for example.

Device 20 may comprise a near-field communication, NFC, transceiver 25. NFC transceiver 25

may support at least one NFC technology, such as NFC, Bluetooth, Wibree or similar

technologies.

Device 20 may comprise user interface, UI, 26. UI 26 may comprise at least one of a display, a

keyboard, a touchscreen, a vibrator arranged to signal to a user by causing device 20 to vibrate, a

speaker and a microphone. A user may be able to operate device 20 via UI 26, for example to

accept incoming telephone calls, to originate telephone calls or video calls, to access location-

based services, to manage digital files stored in memory 22 or on a cloud accessible via

transmitter 23 and receiver 24, or via NFC transceiver 25, and/or to play games.

Device 20 may comprise or be arranged to accept a user identity module 27. User identity

module 27 may comprise, for example, a subscriber identity module, SIM, card installable in

device 20. A user identity module 27 may comprise information identifying a subscription of a

user of device 20. A user identity module 27 may comprise cryptographic information usable to

verify the identity of a user of device 20 and/or to facilitate encryption of communicated

information and billing of the user of device 20 for communication effected via device 20.

Processor 2 1 may be furnished with a transmitter arranged to output information from processor

21, via electrical leads internal to device 20, to other devices comprised in device 20. Such a

transmitter may comprise a serial bus transmitter arranged to, for example, output information

via at least one electrical lead to memory 22 for storage therein. Alternatively to a serial bus, the

transmitter may comprise a parallel bus transmitter. Likewise processor 2 1 may comprise a

receiver arranged to receive information in processor 21, via electrical leads internal to device

20, from other devices comprised in device 20. Such a receiver may comprise a serial bus

receiver arranged to, for example, receive information via at least one electrical lead from

receiver 24 for processing in processor 21. Alternatively to a serial bus, the receiver may

comprise a parallel bus receiver.



Device 20 may comprise further devices not illustrated in Fig. 3 . For example, where device 20

comprises a smartphone, it may comprise at least one microphone 13. In some embodiments,

device 20 lacks at least one device described above. For example, some devices 20 may lack a

NFC transceiver 25 and/or user identity module 27.

Processor 21, memory 22, transmitter 23, receiver 24, NFC transceiver 25, UI 26 and/or user

identity module 27 may be interconnected by electrical leads internal to device 20 in a multitude

of different ways. For example, each of the aforementioned devices may be separately connected

to a master bus internal to device 20, to allow for the devices to exchange information. However,

as the skilled person will appreciate, this is only one example and depending on the embodiment

various ways of interconnecting at least two of the aforementioned devices may be selected

without departing from the scope of the present invention.

Fig. 22 shows an example of an inventive feedback system. An exemplary display arrangement

comprising a stave 30 with a head 31 that indicates how far in the musical score one is playing.

The next notes to play are on the right side of the head, and the already played notes are on the

left side of the head. The pointers 32 - 34 by the notes indicate mistakes in playing. For example,

a horizontal pointer 32 pointing to the left indicates that the note was played too late. A vertical

pointer 34 above the note indicates that the pitch was too high. A vertical pointer 33 below the

note indicates that the pitch was too low.

In this way, feedback to the player 10 on the display of the computing unit 11 is efficiently

provided in real time. It is clear to one skilled in the art that deviations of the score of the

musical performance from a target score may transformed in any kind of graphical

representations of the deviations, without parting from the inventive concept.

It is to be understood that the embodiments of the invention disclosed are not limited to the

particular structures, process steps, or materials disclosed herein, but are extended to equivalents

thereof as would be recognized by those ordinarily skilled in the relevant arts. It should also be

understood that terminology employed herein is used for the purpose of describing particular

embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting.

Reference throughout this specification to one embodiment or an embodiment means that a

particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment is

included in at least one embodiment of the present invention. Thus, appearances of the phrases

“in one embodiment” or “in an embodiment” in various places throughout this specification are



not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment. Where reference is made to a numerical

value using a term such as, for example, about or substantially, the exact numerical value is also

disclosed.

As used herein, a plurality of items, structural elements, compositional elements, and/or

materials may be presented in a common list for convenience. However, these lists should be

construed as though each member of the list is individually identified as a separate and unique

member. Thus, no individual member of such list should be construed as a de facto equivalent of

any other member of the same list solely based on their presentation in a common group without

indications to the contrary. In addition, various embodiments and example of the present

invention may be referred to herein along with alternatives for the various components thereof.

It is understood that such embodiments, examples, and alternatives are not to be construed as de

facto equivalents of one another, but are to be considered as separate and autonomous

representations of the present invention.

Furthermore, the described features, structures, or characteristics may be combined in any

suitable manner in one or more embodiments. In the preceding description, numerous specific

details are provided, such as examples of lengths, widths, shapes, etc., to provide a thorough

understanding of embodiments of the invention. One skilled in the relevant art will recognize,

however, that the invention can be practiced without one or more of the specific details, or with

other methods, components, materials, etc. In other instances, well-known structures, materials,

or operations are not shown or described in detail to avoid obscuring aspects of the invention.

While the forgoing examples are illustrative of the principles of the present invention in one or

more particular applications, it will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that numerous

modifications in form, usage and details of implementation can be made without the exercise of

inventive faculty, and without departing from the principles and concepts of the invention.

Accordingly, it is not intended that the invention be limited, except as by the claims set forth

below.

The verbs “to comprise” and “to include” are used in this document as open limitations that

neither exclude nor require the existence of also un-recited features. The features recited in

depending claims are mutually freely combinable unless otherwise explicitly stated.

Furthermore, it is to be understood that the use of "a" or "an", that is, a singular form, throughout

this document does not exclude a plurality.



INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

At least some embodiments of the present invention find industrial application at least in

processing music performances for training, learning and gaming purposes.



CLAIMS

1. A method for processing a music performance, the method comprising the steps of:

- providing a background music to accompany a music performance;

- selectively filtering the signal of said background music to significantly reduce the signal

energy relating to at least one instrument score at certain limited frequency bands;

- providing a live music performance;

- playing said background music through loudspeakers so that a human performer can hear

the background music while simultaneously performing music;

- capturing the combined sounds of the background music and the music performance

through at least one microphone to form a combined sound signal;

- analyzing said combined sound signal within said limited frequency bands to determine

the score of said music performance and to compare it to said filtered score.

2 . A method according to claim 1, wherein the selectively filtered background signal relates

to the score of one instrument, and the music performance consists of the score of one

instrument played by a human.

3 . A method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the analysis of said combined sound signal

is done in a frequency domain.

4 . A method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the analysis of said combined sound signal

is done in a time domain.

5 . A method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the analysis of said combined sound signal

is done both in frequency- and time domains.

6 . A method according to claims 1 or 2, wherein the analysis is performed with the aid of a

band-pass filter bank.

7 . A method according to any of claims 1 - 6, wherein said limited frequency bands are

selected in real-time to match an expected frequency band of the signal of said musical

performance.



8. A method according to any of claims 1 - 7, wherein said background music source is a

background soundtrack.

9 . A method according to any of claims 1 - 7, wherein said background music is generated

by audio synthesis.

10. A method according to claims 1-9 where audio synthesis is controlled to filter out sounds

in certain limited frequency bands.

11. A method according to any of claims 1 - 9, wherein from said background music signal in

said limited frequency bands are identified at least some of the frequencies of harmonic

overtones of a fundamental note of said at least one instrument score, which then at least

partly are filtered from said background music.

12. A method according to any of claims 1 - 11, wherein sampling of said background score

comprises overlapping sine or cosine half- wave sampling sequences.

13. A method according to any of claims 1 - 12, comprising the additional step of displaying

said music performance graphically on a display, where deviations in timing and/or pitch

of the score of the musical performance from said background music are indicated in the

context of each note played.

14. A computer program configured to cause a method in accordance with at least one of

claims 1 - 13 to be performed, when run.
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